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IMPORTANT IF TRUE!!
“Argentine and Brazilian Doctors Name Larvicide as Potential Cause of Microcephaly,” Claire Robinson, Organic Consumers Association Report, February 10, 2016

“STAT-Harvard poll: Americans say no to ‘designer babies,’” Sharon Begley, STAT, February 11, 2016

http://ctmirror.org/2016/02/12/a-shifting-ground-for-artificial-turf-in-connecticut/


http://nyti.ms/20EEDko
WBUR Cognoscenti
http://cognoscenti.wbur.org/2016/01/27/research-dog-tribute-paul-c-mclean

“Without Scalia, the Supreme Court could take a much different view of technology,” Daniel Solove, Linkedin, February 15, 2016
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/without-scalia-4th-amendment-revolution-daniel-solove?trk=eml-b2_content_ecosystem_digest-hero-14-null&midToken=AQFztUvD4rCzkQ&fromEmail=fromEmail&u t=2zpwNS2R2oan81
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“Concerns over use of glyphosate-based herbicides and risks associated with exposures: a consensus statement,” John Peterson et al…., Environmental Health, February 17, 2016
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